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Toytastrophe
 In 1913 H.G. Wells (yes, the father of science fiction H.G. Wells) had a problem. 
Toys, he realized, "when more urgent needs [were] satisfied and the coffee imminent,” 
were very cool, but adults need more structure than children in order to play with them. 
He set to work developing a rules system for the children’s toys of his day—lead 
soldiers and "a gun capable of hitting a toy soldier nine times out of ten at a distance of 
nine yards" (which, I am quite certain, would be banned by modern consumer safety 
agencies)—and wrote up the first modern wargame rules, thus becoming the father of 
yet another strain of nerd-dom. He called his creation Little Wars: A Game for Boys from 
twelve years of age to one hundred and fifty and for that more intelligent sort of girl who 
likes boys' games and books. 
 Toytastrophe is a tribute to that early work and an effort to bring tabletop 
wargames back to the toys that inspired them. In this game two or more players will 
take control of opposing forces of toys to do battle for their amusement. Cartomancy is 
the engine that powers this game, but Toytastrophe is also fundamentally dissimilar 
from the base game. There are role-playing elements to Toytastrophe, but it is first and 
foremost a game, a contest, a Little War.  

Notes: 
*After each section you will find notes, like this one, that contain a brief rehash of what was 
discussed for reference during play. 

What you Need
 This I know: Anyone who has reached a sub-setting of an independently 
produced RPG has some toys around. You may call them models, collectables, 
keepsakes, or "my precious,” but you have nifty little things that you have always 
secretly (or not so secretly) wanted an excuse to properly play with. The problem is that 
there is some magic line in development where you no longer allow yourself to play 
without rules (if you are one of the few adults able to while away the afternoon with a 
spaceship model and some "pew pew" noises, then more power to you). Fortunately 
here are some rules by which even the most aged of gamer can push the contents of 
the toy aisle about: Toytastrophe.  
 To play you will need many of the items needed for the base Cartomancy game 
and a little bit more. However, we will start with what you do not need: a deep 
understanding of the base Cartomancy rules. Unlike the other settings presented in this 
book, Toytastrophe is an independent game that merely shares mechanics with 
Cartomancy; all the rules you need will be presented in this section. Another thing that 
you can do without is friends, or to be more precise, a full gaming group. You only need 
two to play Toytastrophe, although more are able to play if you wish. ("Friends? Who 
needs friends when I have all these beautiful toys...") You should think of this more like 
a wargame or competitive board-game than a regular RPG: two or more individuals are 
going to take sides to bash the other team into fluff and plastic bits (figuratively) and no 
Dealer is required.  
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 Because there is no Dealer to arbitrate disputes, you will need to get good at 
building consensus with your opponent (even though we all know that you are always 
right and he is the lowest form of scum for attempting to oppose your glorious legions of 
toys). When we say consensus (and we say "consensus" a lot, 8 times just in this 
chapter...oh I just said it again) we mean that any player can veto anything. There are 
just too many powers and plans flying around the table in too many combinations for us 
to give detailed rules for every combination. Our design philosophy is that we went with 
the rules that produced the coolest effects while keeping things playable; we ask that 
you use the same logic in interpreting them, even if it harms your chances at victory.  
 Like in the basic Cartomancy game, cards will be required. However, you will not 
need to deal with large numbers of separated decks for different obstacles and the like. 
Instead you will need one deck or, for best results, two identical decks shuffled together 
and with the jokers removed to form a single 104-card deck that all players will draw 
from. 
 You will need a table or other flat Battlefield with at least two square feet of space 
for each toy you are planning on using. Bigger tables can result in longer and more 
complex games. You will need stuff to put on this table or, as we like to call it Stuff on 
the Battlefield (SoBF). A proper wargame would call SoBF “terrain,” but for our purposes 
any objects that you want to throw down will do. Normal wargame (or model railroad, 
etc.) terrain is suitable and can be very satisfying because it allows you to storm 
Normandy Beach with giant plastic ponies—if that is something that has always been 
missing from your life. Most players, however, prefer to use household objects (some of 
the best setups can be the result of simply not cleaning off a table prior to play) or other 
toys. If you choose to use toys as SoBF make certain that it is clear to everyone which 
toys are in the fight and which are SoBF.  
 You will need a tape measure or a ruler with which to determine distances. Most 
measurements will be 12" or less. Occasionally you will need measurements of up to 
24". Additionally, you will need to print one copy of the Toyminator Roster (available at 
smokeandmirrorsgames.com) for each player. 
 Finally, and most importantly, there are the toys. Throughout these rules the word 
"toy" will be used to talk about the physical object that you will be pushing around the 
table, be it a one-armed robot from your childhood, a modern ultra-realistic 12" military 
figure, or a matchbox-sized race car. On the other hand the term "Toyminator" will be 
used to describe the toy's in-game representation, i.e. a toy is a real object but a 
Toyminator is made of rules and imagination. Your favorite plastic dinosaur that you got 
for your 8th birthday is a toy, but “Slaughtersaurus The Destroyer, last surviver of the 
dino races and possessed of powers far beyond those of mortal dino-kind” is a 
Toyminator.  
 How many and what sort of toys? The game rules separate Toyminators into 
Small, Medium, and Large but do not define these sizes in terms of inches. Before play 
begins, talk with your opponent about what size category you want to attach to 
individual toys; in one war a dump truck toy may be classed as a Large but in the next 
you want to use a giant novelty stuffed monkey as your Large and need the dump truck 
to be a Medium. So long as no Small is larger than a Medium on the table and no 
Medium larger than a Large used for this session, you will be fine. As to the number, two 
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or three per side is a good starting point, but large games can contain a dozen or more 
Toyminators per side.  

Notes: 
Things you will need for a two player game:

Four or more toys
Two decks of playing cards shuffled together, and with the Jokers removed
Two Toyminator Roster Sheets
These rules
A ruler or tape measure
Two players, one of whom must have read these rules
A minimum of two square feet of Battlefield for every toy (more for bigger toys)
Stuff to fill your Battlefield
The ability to compromise

Size of War
 You and your opponent must now agree on the size of your forces. For most 
games both sides will have the same number of Toyminators. You are only agreeing on 
the number of Toyminators to a side, not their size category.  
 Two toys on a side will provide for a fast and furious game (experienced players 
will be able to knock out that size of game in 15 or 20 minutes), but many players will 
feel that the results of such a small battle will be determined by much luck and little skill. 
Three or four will provide a good balance between speed of play and challenge but can 
still be resolved in under an hour. Five is a good practical limit for games unless players 
are experienced. Massive wars between dozens of toys are absolutely possible and can 
still be resolved in an evening's play.  

Building a Toyminator: 
 There are three classes of Toyminator: Small, Medium and Large. You can now 
determine what size each of the toys in your force will be. There are only two restrictions 
on this 1) your opponent must be OK with your decision, and 2) no toy can be larger 
than another toy in a higher size category in this war. After you have decided your 
force's sizes take out your Toyminator Record Sheet and record the Toyminator's size 
and name for each of your fearless warriors on its own line. Then look at the Powers 
Chart and record the appropriate numbers for each Toyminator's size category. 
 Before you get all excited and decide to go with a bigger-is-better-100%-Large 
force, you need to realize that Large Toyminators are most effective when supported by 
Smalls. The reason for this is cards: each round you will draw a number of cards and 
play a number of cards. Large Toyminators can play lots of cards (3) but they only draw 
one for your hand and Smalls are the reverse. Thus you will quickly end up with a 
shortage of cards if you have too many Larges. This will be explained in more detail 
later but, for your first game we strongly suggest taking all Mediums or one Small for 
every Large in your force; trust us.  
 The next section will allow you to give your Toyminators some personality and 
color with Powers. 
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Notes
To create a Toyminator, first pick out a toy.
Negotiate its size with your opponent.
Put the Size you picked and its awesome name on the record sheet.
Copy Draw #, Play #, and # of powers in the appropriate columns. 

Powers
 Right now your Toyminators are lumped into three identical categories, but we 
can dramatically up the cool factor of each with Powers. The following pages (and the 
printable Toytastrophe Powers List found at smokeandmirrorsgames.com) list different 
abilities that your Toyminators can be equipped with: Powers. Each of these is different 
and each has text that will tell you how to use it. In general Powers follow the rules for 
Strikes (presented later in the Strikes and Blocking in Play section); we will only discus 
the Toyminator creation aspects of powers here.  
 Most Powers are tied to a card suit. In order to use the Power you will play a card 
of the appropriate suit. The card you play will determine the range and relative strength 
of the power, which matters significantly more for some powers than others. Because of 
this it behoves you to choose powers for your Toyminators that use different suits (if you 
have five diamond Powers in your army and only clubs in your hand you will be kicking 
yourself. You have been warned). Each Toyminator has a number of associated Powers 
commensurate with its size: one for Small, two for Medium and three for Large. Choose 
these now and list them in the space provided on the Toyminator Record Sheet.  

Notes: 
Select one power for Small Toyminators, two for Medium and three for Large; annotate 
the powers chosen on your record Sheet. 
All powers are unique but follow the rules for Strikes unless otherwise noted.

Example of Force Creation
 In preparation for my upcoming war I picked up a big bag of cheap green army 
men. We are going to be playing with three Toyminators, and I consider just using three 
army men as Smalls. This would give me a ton of cards in my hand (9) but each of my 
little commandos would only have one hit, one power and one action per turn.  
 I also have a jeep, an artillery cannon and a tank in the set. These would all 
make good Mediums (the artillery could be a Small if I wanted) but using them wouldn't 
let me get the army men into play. Finally I figure out my perfect plan: the Jeep is a 
medium with Summon and Mount. When it Summons backup I will put an army man on 
the card to make things a little cooler. Mount will allow me to pile these army men and 
cards on top of the jeep to give my force more mobility. I also make a note to talk to my 
opponent about towing the artillery piece with the jeep: this is not allowed by the letter of 
the Mount power description, it says "in or on,” but it seams to be within the spirit.  
 The tank is easy. I want it to be the hardest thing in my force to kill, so I go with 
Health (giving it a total of 3 hits) to represent its armor and Counterattack representing 
the prominent machine guns. The only odd thing is that it has a massive flag you can fly 
off the back: I like it but I'm afraid that it will make finding cover hard. I make another 
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note to ask my opponent (before play) whether we can ignore it for the purposes of 
range and cover.  
 I go back and forth on the artillery for a while, eventually deciding to make it a 
Small. I just like the idea of drawing 7 and playing 5 in a round. It gives more options 
than if it was a Medium and I had to draw 6 and play 6. I note my Force Draw # down on 
my Force Table with an army name (Emerald City Defense Forces). Smalls are a little 
vulnerable, but I give it ranged attack so it should be able to get a good vantage point 
and stay out of the close-range fighting. The last item is finding some cool green-
themed names. Onward to Green Victory! 

Starting a War
 Unlike real wars, where an agreement is only required to end wars, in 
Toytastrophe you and your opponent need to make a deal before you open hostilities. 
You need to agree on what the conditions for victory are; the complete destruction of 
your enemies' Toyminators is default, but more options can be found in the Victory 
section if you are interested. You will also need a consensus on how your Stuff is going 
to be arranged on your Battlefield. You can have a wide-open Battlefield or pack it with 
objects so long as even the largest of your Toys can be moved around the table. As a 
starting point you may want to cover about a third of your available space with SoBF.  
 The stuff can have a theme. H.G. Wells preferred stacked encyclopedias for his 
first experiments with toy-based warfare, but you can do anything that pleases you and 
your opponent. Perhaps a 12 foot long re-creation of your favorite trench run from a 
science fiction epic? Or maybe a bustling and peaceful city, made from interlocking 
blocks, that your clashing armies will crush under their armored boots? In general you 
will want to have some cover that can partially hide all of your Toyminators and some 
Stuff big enough for Small (and perhaps larger) Toyminators to completely hide behind. 
 The general game effects of Stuff on the Battlefield will be discussed in 
Movement and in Strikes and Blocks, but you have specific stuff, not general stuff. If 
your Vile Adversary agrees you can attach any rules that you like to the SoBF. You want 
delicate bridges that only Smalls can cross? Sure. You want to turn that awful set of red 
wash cloths into lava pools that damage any Toyminator that steps in? Go for it. How 
about cover that can be destroyed by strikes? Once you master the basics of 
Toytastrophe, feel free to go cray-cray and unleash your inner game designer.  
 The last piece of set-up that you need consensus on is where to start 
Toyminators. You and your opponent will set up all of your Toyminators with a couple of 
feet and some SoBF between them. Mark off an deployment zone for each force to get 
set up in and allow each player to put his toys where he wishes within it. Touching 
opposite table edges is traditional, but opposite corners can make better use of space 
and be more interesting. If you are worried about your enemy spying on placement and 
using that to his advantage (I wouldn't put it past him) you can each draw a card; high 
draw chooses who sets up first. Finally, shuffle your decks together without the Jokers 
and set them where you and your despicable adversary (may he never draw a spade) 
can reach.  

Notes:
Define your Battlefield, your set-up areas, and put Stuff on the BattleField. 
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Discus any special rules you think are appropriate for the Stuff.
Work out victory conditions. 
Deploy your toys.
Shuffle all the decks that you plan on using for play together and place them where both 
players can reach. 

Draw and Actions 
 Before play begins each player draws a number of cards equal to the total draw 
numbers of all of her Toyminators and places all her cards in a single hand that she 
keeps secret from her opponent. This total force Draw # is also your maximum hand 
size. Should you, for any reason, ever have more cards than this maximum, you must 
discard your choice of cards immediately and before any other actions are taken. 
 If you have not already agreed on a different manner of determining who will take 
the first turn, each player should play one card face down on the table. Reveal the card; 
whoever played the higher value card (with two being the lowest card and aces the 
highest, followed by the king, etc.) will go first. If they are the same value, the procedure 
is repeated until a winner is found.  
 Each Toyminator has a number of actions listed on the Army Sheet. This is the 
number of separate things your Toyminator may do each round. Each action may be 
spent to Move, Strike, Charge or use a Power. All of these actions will require cards to 
perform.  
 When all of your first Toyminator's actions have been expended, you then move 
another and another until your entire force has spent its actions. A Toyminator may skip 
(simply not use) all or some of its actions. After your last Toyminator acts, you must 
draw the total number of cards listed in the Force Draw # on your sheet (for example, if 
your force consists of three Mediums you draw six cards at the end of each round). You 
must then discard down to to your maximum hand size, which is equal to your Force’s 
Total Draw #. 

Notes: 
Total the Draw # of all your Toyminators to find your Force Draw #. This is also your 
maximum hand size. Note this number on your Force Sheet. 
Before play begins and after the conclusion of each of your turns, draw your army’s Draw 
# from the deck.
All players should play a card face down to determine who will play first. Reveal cards 
simultaneously; high card acts first. 
The first player will expend all the actions for one Toyminator before moving to the next; 
after all the first player's Toyminators have acted, it is her opponent’s turn to do likewise. 
Toyminators can spend their actions on Movement, Strikes, Charges, or Powers; all 
actions require playing a card.

Move
 The simplest action is Move. Pick a Toyminator and declare that it is spending an 
action to move. Play a card face up on the play surface and move the toy the number of 
inches indicated on the Distances Table (this is generally the same number of inches as 
pips on the card, but may be more or less on a larger or smaller BattleField). This 
movement may be straight or contain any number of turns, even curve. The toy may 
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end the action facing any direction, and articulated toys may be posed as part of their 
movement (for example, a knight may lower her lance to touch a target at the end of her 
movement). Should a toy be capable of extreme articulation (i.e., telescoping over half 
the battlefield) you may want to talk about limits before play.  
 Movement need not be horizontal, unless agreed otherwise when you set up the 
SoBF. A Toyminator can climb vertical surfaces so long as it has sufficient movement 
distance to reach a zone where the toy can rest without someone holding it. The 
practice of "pre-measuring" is allowed and encouraged. That is, you can use the ruler to 
figure out how far you can move before committing to spending an action on movement; 
the same applies to Strikes, Powers, and Charges. It may be worthwhile to talk with an 
opponent about a complicated move; you may be surprised at how often your mortal 
enemy will answer "Do you think 10 inches is enough for Fluffy to get over this wall, 
through the pipe and touching your Arachnoid?” with “Yes."  
 It should be noted that the distances table lists "0 Small 12" for Jacks and similar 
things for other face cards. Medium and Large Toyminators cannot use face cards for 
movement. Nimble little Smalls will use the second, high, value listed.  

Notes:
To move a Toyminator, spend an action and play a card. Move the Toyminator the 
number of inches indicated on the Distances table. 
Toyminator movement may turn, curve, or go vertical so long as the Toyminator ends the 
action on ground it can stand on. 
Only Small Toyminators may use face cards for movement. 

Strikes, Blocking, and Hits 
 It is finally time for your teddy bear's claws to come out! Strikes are the primary 
method for damaging enemy Toyminators, and all Toyminators are capable of making 
Strikes. You will need to play a card and spend an action (in much the same way as 
movement) to make a strike. Here is where things may get a little tricky: high cards are 
harder to block, but low cards have a higher range. Look at the Distances Table and find 
the Strike/Power Ranges. A King is powerful but only has a 1" range, i.e. it can only be 
played as a strike if the closest point of one Toyminator is within one inch of the closest 
point on an enemy. On the other hand, a lowly 2 card has an impressive 12" range. 
Sometimes biggest is not best.  
 Should some unspeakable villain strike your Toyminator you need not despair. 
You just need to Block. Blocking does not take an action but does require a card. Any 
Spade card of equal or higher value than the incoming Strike can be played to nullify the 
strike (afterwards both cards go to the discard pile). As a tactical note, you may want to 
keep some high value spades in your hand at the end of your turn to defend against 
enemy counterattacks.  
 There is one other method of defending. If your Toyminator is partially behind any 
Stuff on the BattleField you can use any card of equal or higher value than a Strike to 
Block (not just a Spade); this represents the chances of hitting Stuff instead of 
Toyminator. This is called being in partial cover (or "hull down,” if you are a huge 
wargame nerd). If a Toyminator is completely obscured (including weapons, antennas, 
spikes, or other extraneous bits) then it cannot be targeted by strikes. We call this full 
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cover (or "hiding like a coward,” if you are a huge jerk). As a rule of thumb, if a Toy is 
obscured to its knees from the vantage of the attacker it is in partial cover and if it is 
invisible then it is full cover; in-game determinations of cover (not all toys have knees!) 
will require consensus from players. Be cool.  
 What happens if you don't have a Spade of equal or higher value to the incoming 
strike and no useful cover? That is the time to start despairing! Each Toyminator is 
assigned a number of Hits according to the Toyminator Table (one for Small, two for 
Medium, three for Large). Every time a Strike is launched against this Toyminator and 
not Blocked, one Hit is lost. Different players track hits in different ways, most commonly 
some sort of chip is used or a pencil is used to keep track of current Hits after the slash 
on the Toyminator Record.  
 Should all Hits be removed from a single Toyminator, your opponent gets the 
honor of tipping or flipping the empty husk of a toy that remains. The destroyed Toy is 
not a Toyminator anymore -- it is only Stuff on the BattleField that can be used by the 
survivors for cover. To add insult to injury, you must immediately adjust down your Force 
Draw # and max hand size. Discard, if necessary, before any other actions are played.  

Notes:
Play a card and spend an action to make a Strike. The target must be in range, from 
closest point to closest point, according to the Distance Table, and not in Full Cover.
The defender may always Block a Strike with a spade of equal or higher value. 
If in partial cover, the defender may block with a card of any suit of equal or higher value. 
Toyminators lose one Hit for each unblocked Strike against them. 
When reduced to zero Hits a Toyminator is no longer capable of taking actions, becomes 
SoBF, and the controlling player's hand size is reduced accordingly. 

Charges & Powers
 Moves and Strikes are fairly easy to resolve. Once you have mastered those 
rules, there are two more advanced maneuvers available: Charge and Powers. These 
will require more creative application of rules than the basic powers and come with 
more ambiguity. In that ambiguity and creativity lies much of the fun of Toytastrophe.  
 It is possible to combine a Move and a Strike into a single action: a Charge. Play 
a card, spend an action, and move a Toyminator the distance indicated in the movement 
column of the Distances Table (even the extended scale for Smalls). If the movement 
puts the toy touching an enemy (remember that toys can be posed after they are 
moved) then the action is a Charge. Apply the original card as a strike to the touched 
Toyminator. A successful Block nulls the Strike, but the Movement is still completed.  
 Powers can be the most complex actions because they are all, almost by 
definition, exceptions to the normal rules. With powers you can create new combatants 
out of cards, you can give bonuses to your entire team that produce Strikes aces can't 
stop, you can heal damage and dish out tremendous damage. All powers will require 
you to play a card and spend an action. They use the same set of ranges as Strikes; 
however, they cannot, in general, be blocked like Strikes. There are some powers that 
do not have a suit; these are even stranger than the others and have permanent effects 
that do not necessarily require the normal system of playing a card and spending an 
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action. Talk over your powers with your opponent prior to play to make certain that 
everyone agrees on how to apply the powers.  

Notes:
To Charge make a Movement action that ends with the your Toyminator touching an 
enemy then use the same card to execute a Strike against the enemy. This is all done 
with one card and one action.
Using most powers takes a card and an action. Most powers have the same range as a 
strike. 

  

Victory, Goals, and Scenarios
 There are as many definitions of victory as there are toys that can be put on the 
Battlefield. Before play begins you and your opponent should have come up with how 
someone will win the war. A combination of good goals with the right battlefield setup 
will make your wars memorable and exciting, something that you will want to tell 
coworkers about (but don't because they would think you are a crazy person). 
 Don't feel constrained by the goals we present you with here or any conception of 
real military operations. If you want to play a race, set the victory conditions as the first 
to get two Toyminators around a brutal track full of death traps in your living room. You 
want your toys to play a sort of battle football? Get creative and find a little football. Just 
get your opponents’ consent for whatever you want to do.  
  Presented here are three example victory conditions, listed in increasing 
complexity. Enjoy! 
Total Annihilation: This is the default goal of a game of Toytastrophe. Quite simply one 
player wins when there are no more opposing Toyminators on the Battlefield. There are 
disadvantages to this: it can get repetitive, and may lead to a standoff between teams 
staying on the defensive to curate powerful hands and good cover.  
King of the Hill: Put an interesting piece of Stuff in the center of your Battlefield (it is 
important that it is equidistant from both the starting points). This is your "hill". It must be 
a piece of stuff that Toyminators can get on top of or inside (it can add an interesting 
twist if only Smalls or Mediums can get inside but each side must take at least one 
Large). The goal is to get one of your Toyminators on (in) the hill and keep it there. Each 
round that a player starts with a friendly Toyminator on the hill and no enemy 
Toyminators on the hill, that player scores a point. When one player has scored three 
points, she is victorious.  
Supply Drop: For this scenario you will need a deck of cards with different backings 
from your regular play decks to represent valuable supplies scattered over the 
battlefield. After you put Stuff on the Battlefield but before play begins, shuffle the cards 
and lay out a number of them, without revealing their value, on the BattleField. At least 
one card per Toyminator involved in the war should be used, and they can be placed in 
any manner that pleases you and your opponent (one on each major piece of SoBF or a 
regular grid spanning the Battlefield are popular). On a turn where a Toyminator ends an 
action touching a supply card, his player should look at the card. If it is a face card, it 
should be reveled to the opponent and then placed in the player’s hand like a regular 
card; face supply cards can be played and discarded like any other card and count 
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against the player's hand limit. If the supply card is a pip card, put it under the 
Toyminator that discovered it without revealing the card's value to your opponent. If the 
Toyminator is destroyed, the cards under her may be collected by other Toyminators in 
the same manner. The war continues until all cards have been picked up. At that time 
play stops and both players collect all the cards held by their Toyminators. They then 
total the value of the pips; he who has the most pips wins. 
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